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What does the committee do?
• The ‘Land Tenure and Development’ Technical Committee
is a working group created by the French Cooperation in
1996 to discuss rural and urban land issues in developing
countries across Africa, Asia and Latin America.

• It operates under the auspices of
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and International Development
(MAEDI) and the French
Development Agency (AFD).

What is the committee?
• Its members are from the main french institutions of
research, teaching, expertise and cooperation working
on land. The committee works in partnership with a
network of national and international actors.
• They come from different areas of research (agronomy,
law, economics, sociology, anthropology and political
science) and expertise (researchers, academics, expert,
civil society members, development practitioners).
• This diversity is an important component of the
Committee

What is its mission?
• To support the formulation and implementation of land
policies that effectively address key land issues in developing
countries (promoting equitable access to land and functional
land management mechanisms).
• To increase recognition of the
multiplicity of land rights and the need
for multi-actor dialogue around land
issues.
• To stimulate debate and inform
thinking and actions by land policy
actors and their partners in different
countries and continents.

Formalising frameworks for landrelated analysis and action
• Facilitating multi-actor reflection in two main areas:
– Formalising rights and responsibilities: analysing the
tools, benefits, risks and shortcomings of policies to
formalise rights, and their implications for security of
tenure.
– Transparency and contract negotiations: providing a
framework for ex-ante analysis, and training materials
to assess the quality of previous agreements for agroindustrial projects that affect local land rights

A process in several steps
1.

A concept note to
articulate the debate
written by Alain
Durand Lasserve
with the help of the
committee
members

2.

A call for proposal that gathered
more than 30 papers
- case studies (South Africa,
Burkina Faso, Cameroon, China,
Ivorian Cost, Ghana, Haïti,
Kenya, Madagascar, Mali,
Mexico, Rwanda, Sénégal,
Tanzania, Vietnam),
- broader contextualization from
particular approaches
(disciplinary, sectorial,
professionnels, etc.)

3. Workshop organized December
16th and 17th 2013
More than 50 participants(researchers,
experts, professionnals, etc.) from
Europe, Africa, Asia and Latin América
to debate and share experiments

4.

A presentation at the French
MOFA December 20th
open to french cooperation officers
working on land and to our european
partners

5. A synthetic executive summary
Written by Alain Durand-Lasserve
with the help of committee
members

6. A presentation of the results
at the Anual World bank
Conference on land and
poverty organized in april
2014 in Washington
Executive summary
Specific contribution (Bénin,
Vietnam, Madagascar)

7. A final report that will be launched inDecember 15th in Paris

1. Conclusions and
recommendations on
formalization policies and land
rights

Main findings and key messages
• Policies of land rights formalization may contribute to economic development
and social peace. However, the experience shows that they are complexe to
implement and that failures are important. Risks of negative effects should not
be neglected.
• Formalization cannot be considered as a panacea with all qualities in itself. Its
success depends on other policies or other actions in different sectors. There is
no mechanical link between formalization, land tenure security, social peace or
economic development.
• There are several ways of formalizing land rights. There relevancy depends on
local conditions.
• It’s not a critic of the relevancy of formalization policies per se, but a critical
analysis on the conditions (political, economic, institutional, technical, etc)
necessary for them to be effective.

• Standard approaches (systematic, massive, only focused on the individual
private property) poses problems
– They can only exclude or break up agricultural and pastoral
production systems that do not rely on de facto private property
(dualism, inaccessibility, etc.)
– Land administration doesn’t have the capacity to implement these
land policies in a transparent, efficient and sustainable way

• “Alternative approaches” allowed to design innovative tools and to create
new opportunities, but:
– Those that are in line with the cadastral approach don’t totally
escape from the biases regarding property and systematization. The
consideration of complex land rights is often problematic
– Those that focus on land governance are complex to implement,
focus on the “stocks” of rights and suppose strong institutional
innovations that are not always met

• Land rights formalization deserve a particular attention

 The relevance of policies and the process of their implementation depends
on the local context and are a choice of society.
 To succeed with a formalization policy suppose a set of parameters that
are not given and that need to be gathered.

• There is no « miracle recipe » or “one size” model
→ Decide on formalization policies suppose initial thinking and debates on
society projects they want to reach (and those who are targeted), on the
opportunity to formalize, on its implementation process and the
potential alternatives.
→ These debates can not only rely only on the State or on experts. Because
of the societal stakes, these debates should include all stakeholders and
rely on well informed diagnosis.
→ The elaboration of a concensus among all stakeholders should be taken
seriously. The success of the policies is at stake. This should be a
prerequisite to significant fielwork operations
→ Once the policy designed, its implementation suppose an operational
strategy taking into account that the principal stake is to build a land
governance and administration reliable and sustainable. The
formalization of land rights is a way, not an objective per se.

Necessary conditions for a public debate on land rights
formalization policies
→ Open up the reflection: debates are too often blocked because of
semantic problems, the existence of strong category interests, the
existence of normative conceptions,n etc. that limit them to the
mainstream reasoning. An important educational work is necessary to
unravel the misunderstandings and clichés.
→ Evidence-based policies: at first it’s important to define the problem
before thinking about the solutions. This implies to rely on reliable
data documenting the reality of land tenure insecurity, the existing
offer of formalization and its limits, etc.
→ Include all stakeholders, in particular different category of people and
strategic actors. This suppose a well organized approach, and support
to non-state actors for an informed debate.
→ Take the time to establish the necessary conditions for an inclusive
dialogue that doen’t exclude anybody, that is not exploited, and that
allows all stakeholders to have the same understanding of the
challenges at stake and appropriate solutions.

Few principles for an effective, inclusive and sustainable
formalization
→ Propose a diversified, but articulated offer going from the local
recognizing of non-formalized rights to the delivery of titles. Propose a
broad panel that responds to the needs of different land user
categories.
→ Promote flexible and affordable local systems: rely on intermediary
governance levels (villages, neighborhoods, etc.), imagine flexible
device allowing the condideration of local specificities, use new
technologies for purpose, rely on localy existing human resources and
knowledge.
→ Build up land regulatory institutions taking into account the plurality
of norms: the plurality of norms is a long-term reality. Their regulation
by hybrid and accessible institutions is at the core of land rights
security.
→ Adopt a principle of progressivity : the systematic formalization must
be reserved for specific areas. Test periods along with monitoring and
evaluation independent systems are necessary before operating the
“scaling up” phase.

Implication for cooperation and international aid
→ When the public debate is blocked, support the set up of multi-actor
networks and exchange platforms to help the debate and raise the idea of a
reform.
→ Consider political concensus on the objectives of the reform and its
approach a compulsory parameter for financing formalization operations and
be careful that all stakeholkders are involved.
→ Change the timeframe of international support to make them long term
engagement
→ Consider seriously the land governance challenges and integrate the
question of institutional set up in international aid
→ Finance independent methodology of monitoring and assesment
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